
Mr Men Editing Emergency! 

Editing helps us improve our work, spot mistakes and make it even better! 

This week we have been visited by some of the Mr Men characters, Mr Forgetful and Mr 

Rush who both gave us a piece of work! BUT there are some problems... 

 

Task 1: Mr Forgetful has forgotten his punctuation and capital letter rules!  

Can you spot his 20 mistakes and help him improve his letter? 

 

Dear Sarah, 

This morning i happened to look at my diary and i realised something terrible!  

unfortunately I missed your birthday on tuesday  It wasn’t intentional!  

sometimes things just seem to slip my mind. does that ever happen to you. A very  

happy belated birthday to you anyway 

I haven’t got too much to report. Mr grumpy is fed up with me. I forgot i was supposed to be 

going cycling with him on wednesday. I told him I was sorry but I think i’ll have to find a way 

of remembering things better little miss wise suggested buying a diary and writing 

everything down what do you think 

I can’t wait to see you for your party on sunday! 

Love from  

Mr Forgetful xx 

 

Task 2: Mr Rush has rushed his work and consequently made it a bit boring!  

Watch this useful clip:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0PN5nFjky2E 

Can you help Mr Rush improve his writing by including adjectives and 

adverbs to make his writing more exciting? 

 

Dear diary, 

Today was a busy day. I got up early. Then I went to the park. Then I  

started running around the athletics track. I ran around it 4 times. Then I fell over. It hurt. 

Then I said, “Ouch!” because it hurt. Then I started to cry. I had a cut on my leg. Then Little 

Miss Helpful saw me. She cleaned my cut and gave me a plaster. It made me feel better. 

Then I went home. I was in a rush because I was expecting Mr Greedy for dinner at 7 and it 

was 6:30. I had to rush. Because I rushed I burnt the sausages I was cooking. They were very 

burnt so you couldn’t eat them. Then I had to go to the pizza takeaway to get pizza instead! 

Then Mr Greedy arrived. It was fun eating pizza and seeing my friend. Now I am tired.   

Goodnight. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0PN5nFjky2E

